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a b s t r a c t

Process mining is to discover, monitor and improve real processes by extracting the knowledge

from logs which are available in today’s information systems. The existing process mining al-

gorithms are based on the event logs where only the executions of tasks are recorded. In order

to reduce the pre-processing efforts and strengthen the mining ability of the existing process

mining algorithms, we have proposed a novel perspective to employ the data carried by to-

kens recorded in token log which tracks the changes of process resources for process mining

in this study. The feasibility of the token logs is proved and the results of pairwise t-tests show

that there is no big difference between the efforts that are taken by the same workflow sys-

tem to generate the token log and the event log. Besides, a process mining algorithm (τ ) based

on the new log is proposed in this paper. With algorithm τ , the mining efficiency as well as

the mining capability is improved compared to the traditional event-log-based mining algo-

rithms. We have also developed three plug-ins on top of the existing workflow engine, process

modeling and mining platforms (YAWL, PIPE and ProM) for proving the feasibility of token log

and realizing the token log generation and algorithm τ .

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

When process mining was initiated, people were often curious about the difference and commonality between data mining

and process mining. Data mining is aimed to extract or mine knowledge from a large corpus of data [7], while process mining

targets at mining process models from data represented by process execution workflows. Therefore, data is the basis for both

data mining and process mining. However, data is stored differently in these two cases. Data employed in data mining are often

stored in databases, data warehouses, World Wide Web or other information repository [7], while data used in process mining

are usually stored in logs of capturing the system workflows.

Logs used in traditional process mining research are called event logs [26]. Event logs are used to record and observe the

process workflows from the control-flow perspective. Events represent execution of tasks. When the event logs are used to mine

processes, not only three assumptions have to be satisfied [26] (see Section 2.3) but also a significant amount of efforts need to be

taken in pre-processing the logs. To eliminate the three assumptions and reduce the pre-processing efforts in mining processes
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on event logs, we here propose a new type of log named token log as the basis of process mining, which enables us to discover the

process from a novel perspective of resources produced and/or consumed in the process. A token in Petri nets [15,17] is passed

between transitions as the input or output of a transition. The token logs record the producer and consumer of tokens. The token

logs can be directly acquired from the workflow management or other related systems just like the event logs. Section 3 defines

and provides the details of the token logs.

Using token logs as the basis of process mining, we are able to save a significant amount of pre-processing effort for mining

because we no longer need to distinguish different execution instances of a system and to generate the task traces, which have

to be done in event-log-based process mining (see Section 2.3). The causal dependencies and parallel relationships among tasks

can be directly observed from the token log. Besides, additional special structures could be discovered and the mining efficiency

is improved as well. The major contributions we made in this paper are:

(1) We propose to use token logs, which can be easily generated from the information systems on the fly during the generation

of event logs, as the basis of process mining. Extra data which have never been leveraged by the existing process mining

methods are inserted into token logs to enhance both efficiency and ability of process mining.

(2) A novel process mining algorithm τ leveraging the data carried by token logs is proposed.

(3) Plug-ins for generating token logs and for implementing the mining algorithm are developed on top of the existing open

source workflow engine and process mining tools.

Although one may argue that combining all the existing event-log-based mining algorithms (α [26], α+ [4], α++ [29], β [30],

λ [28]) may deliver the comparable ability for mining certain special structures as our token-log-based mining algorithm, Three

major overheads resulted by combining multiple algorithms may compromise the mining efficiency:

(1) Different event logs are used by various mining algorithms. For example, β algorithm marks a type for each event and

λ algorithm adds the post tasks into events, while there are no type or post tasks in the event log used by α algorithm.

Hence the efforts for generating different kinds of event logs have to be taken into account.

(2) Each mining algorithm needs to be executed independently to visit all the entries in the event log for this algorithm.

Combining the results of multiple mining algorithms requires multiple iterations of event logs for different algorithms,

which duplicates the efforts of process mining.

(3) Models discovered by different mining algorithms may be different or even inconsistent. Then subsequent manual effort

will be added to resolve the difference and inconsistencies.

Our token-log-based mining algorithm successfully avoids these overheads, which makes full use of the extra data recorded

by the management systems on the fly with the generation of event logs and mines process models with the special structures

correctly and more efficiently.

The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 presents the background of process mining, Petri nets, WF-net and event

log. Section 3 gives a detailed introduction to the token log, which leads the way to Sections 4 and 5. Sections 4 and 5 respectively

describe the objectives of using token logs and the mining algorithm τ using token logs with a case study. Section 6 evaluates

the τ algorithm and compares τ with α [26]. Section 7 discusses the limitation of applying τ . Section 8 summarizes the related

work. Section 9 concludes the paper and envisages our future work.

2. Background

This section discusses the background of process mining. Section 2.1 gives an overview of process mining. Section 2.2 intro-

duces the process modeling languages for the business processes used in this paper. Section 2.3 reviews the event logs.

2.1. Process mining

The term process mining is used for the method of distilling a structured process description from a set of real executions

in [26]. Process mining is useful for at least in two aspects. First of all, it could be used as a tool to find out how people and/or

procedures really work. Second, process mining could be used for delta analysis, i.e., comparing the actual process with some

predefined process [26]. Based on the fact that (i) the advancements of multi-core and parallel technology resulted in a spectac-

ular growth of the digital universe [2] (ii) the growth of a digital universe that is well-aligned with processes in organizations

makes it possible to record and analyze more events [3], process mining has become one of hot topics in workflow technology.

Later in [22], the intension of term process mining is officially broadened to the idea of process discovery, conformance checking

and enhancement [18,20,22]. Process discovery [21] takes an event log as input and produces a model without using any a priori

information and this is the most prominent process mining technique. Conformance checking [18] aims to identify whether the

reality, as recorded in the event logs, conforms to the model and vice versa. The idea of process enhancement is to extend or

improve an existing process model leveraging information of the actual process execution recorded in event logs. This paper is

focused on process discovery.

2.2. Petri nets and WF-net

Workflow nets (WF-nets) [25] are used in this paper for modeling workflow processes and the WF-net is a kind of Petri net.

The graph in Fig. 1 is a WF-net and also a Petri-net.
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